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 INPLICAZIONI IS
PERSPECTIVES

For example: traces or imprints left by these objects in the
soli (from whch we can trace the weight of these objects),

effects of eletromagentic interference. 
 

 
 

Data
radar-visual

 Main findings and / ortest
objective

  Radar surveys for made land airplanes,with ahich you con
 go dlak to speed, distance, altitude, snd dimesions of 

these object.

 
 

Physical data
objective

 Photo and videos taken in all the countries of the planet.
 
 

Italian case: 
13.000 wedges

Global case studies:
1.200.000   reports
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UFOs and istitutions

scientific
1) UFOs do not represent directly

and properly scientific question give 
that they are outside the common
context di “phenomenon”, because

technological artefacts. 
2) No one has ever been made

organic and systematic research on
the UFOs by the community 

international scientific. In view the
position of science toward hin UFO

resultes to the position arbitrary
 of individual researhers. 

 

   The UFO question must
compare with the temes
of the current dimesion

sociocultural of the
our civilizazion (?).

   The implications of the question
UFOs do not ax time that they find.

They are configured as epocal 
turning  point for ours culture 

and our civilization. A copmparison
with the reality a regardiless of

specifications prerogatives, could
to represent a shock cultural for

our current civilization.
 Terms of our relationship

 with this reality (?)

Approximate data

              
 Termes of report UFO 

 governments (?) 
 Issue difficul to manage. 
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